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ABSTRACT
The object of this theoretical study is to determine
the overall magnitude of the effect of an initial stiffener
web tilt upon the bending stresses induced in a flat plate
panel subjected to a uniform lateral load,
A simplified plate geometry was set up, and analyzed
by use of the theory of small deflections. The theoretical
solution was programmed for the IBM 7094 computer. Input
data was selected to represent ship bottom plating, and
ranged from an aspect ratio (a/b) of 2.0 to 4.0.
The study revealed that the effect of such an initial
tilt is significant, and further that the magnitude of the
effect is essentially independent of the support conditions
assumed for the plate panel. In addition, a useful design
parameter, the depth ratio of the stiffener to plating
thickness (s/t) , was disclosed, and the variation of the
web tilt effect with this parameter shown.
Thesis Supervisors J. Harvey Evans
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"Web Tilt," as used in this thesis , is defined by
NAVSHIPS 250-637-3 [lj as "the deviation of the web of a
stiffening member from a reference plane normal to the base
line." In recent years, with the increasing importance of
submarine pressure hull design* the problem of determining
the magnitude of the effect of web tilt upon a stiffened
,
circular cylinder has come into direct focus. Wenk and
Kennard {2] and Kennard [3] , at the David Taylor Model Basin
,
have studied the effect of such a tilt upon the twisting of
the stiffening member itself , with the attendant weakening
of the overall structure.
This approach to the problem implies that the twisting
of the stiffening members observed in cases of general in-
stability failure might have been at least a partial cause
of the failure rather than simply a resultant deformation.
Despite these theories, there remains an absence of any good,
experimentally verified theory covering the effect of such
a tilt upon the stresses obtained in the shell plating it-
self. In other words, if web tilt did in fact contribute
to failure, by just how much and in just what way? As a
result of this lack of theoretical or experimental informa-
tion, severe building specifications have been adopted to




While the possible existence of a stress magnifi-
cation which does not lend itself to analysis is of obvious
concern to the submarine designer, whose structural design
is a critical art, the possibility that some degree of stress
magnification exists in shell plating due to web tilt is in
no way limited to the cylindrical geometry. Virtually all
ship hulls are made up of stiffened plate panels, both flat
and curved, and a brief examination of representative plans
indicates that the orientation of hull stiffeners with
respect to the hull plating is by no means constant in any
one ship. If the definition of web tilt given before were
re-worded such that the angle of tilt was described by the
angle between the web of the stiffening member and the line
of action of the normal, or hydrostatic, loading on the
plate, then the significance of the above statement becomes
clearer. On some ships very large angles of tilt are formed
intentionally by using one of the stiffening members near the
turn of the bilge as a support for some internal part of
the ship, such as a reduction gear.
In short, the presence of stiffened plate panels pos-
sessed of some degree of web tilt can be assumed on nearly
every ship. Only the seriousness of this situation, that
is, the value of any resulting stress magnification, re-





Statement of the Problem
Reduced to its simplest form, the "tilt" problem
arises from the fact that the line of action of the reaction
force imparted to the stiffening member from the plate under
conditions of lateral load does not pass directly through
the flexural center of the stiffener. As discussed by
Roark [4] , this force (P) can be resolved into an equal and
parallel force (P 1 ) passing through the flexural center (Q)
of the beam, and a couple (T) equal to the moment of P and
Q. As a result of this, an equal and opposite couple (T')
will act on the plate from the stiffener, causing additional
stresses and altering the effect of the hydrostatic load
acting alone. (Figure (I))
a \//?//// //////-
Pig, I Schematic of a tilted stiffener
Brief consideration of this problem as applied to a
ship hull reveals that the actual performance of a tilted




many variables. Considering the major variables in turn,
they are
1« Accurate description of the boundary conditions
at each edge of any plate panel.
Traditionally, ship plate problems have been treated
as either fully clamped at the edges or else simply sup-
ported. In an investigation of this sort, however, where
the action of the stiffening member along one or more of the
edges must be considered in detail, these approximations ap-
pear too general. If, as a first approximation of the prob-
lem, analysis in this thesis is limited to the case of a
longitudinally framed ship, and the web tilt is considered
to be applied along one of the longitudinal stiffeners, and,
in addition, if attention is directed chiefly to the effect
at or near the center of the plate panel, then the support
conditions along the transverse edges of the plate panels
might be reasonably assumed to approximate those of simple
support. Use of this approximation represents a worst case
of stress at the mid-panel section.
Along the longitudinal edges, it can be argued that
the simple beam deflection of the stiffening member must at
all times equal the deflection of the plate to which it is
attached, and also, the rotation of the beam and the plate
edge must be equal at the point of attachment. These con-
ditions describe the conditions of elastic support described
--
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by Timoshenko [5] and others, and seems most appropriate for
this case. The selected boundary conditions will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the following pages.
2. Accurate determination of the magnitude of the
force transmitted from the plate to the stiffener under
lateral load.
An exact analysis of this force can only be done for
a few individual cases, as it depends upon the panel dimen-
sions, the lateral load, the support conditions, and, in
some manner, upon the number of adjacent panels between theo-
retically rigid supports. This last statement can be visu-
alized if one makes an analogy to a simple beam continuous
over several supports and subjected to lateral load. Tabu-
lated solutions for this simple case [6] show that the value
of the reaction force at a central support will vary by a
factor of two or more as the number of spans increases from
one to four.
3. Exact behavior of the tilted stiffener under load.
Consideration of Figure II will indicate that a
stiffener with an initial angle of tilt will act in such a
way as to change the angle when deformed. The amount of
this change would be different for different points along
the length of the stiffener. This deformation arises from
the stress differentials 3et up in the flange of the member




initial angle of tilt were not a constant along the length
of the stiffener, but changed from a positive to negative
value, as might occur in the case of an initial tilt caused
by variation in welding heat along the length, then it could
even be argued that the change could cause the final tilt
angle to decrease.
Fig. II Schematic of stiffener action under load
4. The effect of loading in the plane of the plate.
Clearly, as the stiffener is deflected from its
initial position by the action of the lateral load, the ef-
fect of any in-plane load becomes pronounced. In considera-
tion of ship hulls, such loads are always present, and, as
in the case above, could act to change the initial angle of
tilt in any manner, depending upon the sign of the load.
With all of these considerations in mind, a general
solution to the web tilt problem is clearly impossible. In
order to make a first approximation of the magnitude of tilt-




To this end, this thesis will analyze a single plate
panel by use of the theory of small deflections, This ap-
proximation has been discussed by Bleich [9] and others,
who state that the deflection of ship hull plating usually
does not exceed one-half of the plating thickness, and con-
cludes that linearized theory may be applied.
As stated before, two edges of the plate panel will
be assumed to be simply supported, representing the trans-
verse bulkhead connections. The other two plate edges, rep-
resenting the longitudinal stiffening members, will be as-
sumed to be elastically supported by the stiffening members,
one of which will be subjected to various angles of initial
tilt. Since a review of the literature revealed no treat-
ment of the actual behavior of a skew stiffener under the
action of a lateral load, the approximation will be made that
the stiffener deflection will be small enough that the tilt
angle might be considered a constant under the action of the
lateral load, i.e., ** 0* in Fig. II.
The angle of initial tilt will be assumed to be a
constant along the edge of the plate. With this assumption,
the change brought about by the superposition of an in-
plane load would be negligible, and will be neglected in
this paper. Thus the investigation will be limited to the





With this simplified approach, some idea of the
order of magnitude of the tilt-induced stresses as related
to those arising from the normal pressure alone will be ob-
tained. This will not represent a completely general solu-
tion to the problem in any case, in that no "design equation'
will be provided. Rather, this approach will represent a
first, crude look into the problem and, if indeed any prob-
lem is shown to exist, will point the way to the best













plate length in the x-direction (inches)




Young's modulus of elasticity (psi)
(note: a value of 30,000,000 psi is assumed in this
work)
Poisson's ratio
(note: a value of 0.3 is assumed in this work)
uniform lateral load on plate (psi)
distance from toe of frame web to the flexural center




angle of tilt of the frame web
1 moment of inertia of the stiffener about the neutral
axis of bending (inches )
3 2
D flexural rigidity of plate (Eh /12(l-v )
G modulus of rigidity of the stiffener
K a factor analogous to the polar moment of inertia
of the stiffener section, but dependent on the form
and dimensions of the cross section
Solution Technique
The problem of evaluating the tilt induced stresses
will be undertaken in two separate phases. First, a solu-
tion will be obtained for the deflection equation of a flat
plate panel subjected only to a lateral load. From the de-
flection equation, stresses in the plate can be computed.
In addition, the force which the plate exerts on the edge
stiffeners can also be computed. This force, according to
the theory of small deflections, is the sum of the shear
force at the plate edge and the rate of change of the
twisting moment along the plate edge, viz.,
v « ; Q . ZJ*&L (1)y '- y ^x ., % '




In the second phase of the solution, a similarly
supported flat plate will be loaded solely by a moment along
its longitudinal edge. This moment will be equal to the
product of the shear pressure arising from the lateral load
and the moment arm arising from the web tilt (e SIN 0) . A
solution for the plate deflection equation under this loading
will be obtained.
If* for purposes of this analysis* the system is
assumed to remain elastic under action of the loads* the
principle of superposition may be applied and the separate
deflection equations added directly. Prom this combined
case* the total stress in the plate panel with a tilted
stiffener may be obtained* as well as factors relating to
the percentage of stress magnification at any point in the
plate panel.
Fundamental Equations
The basic equation governing the small deflections
of laterally loaded plates has been given by Timoshenko [5]
and others* and is,
\7
4
m « q/D (2a)
or,
-v4 ^.4 ~4 „




In the discussion of bending of rectangular plates which
have two sides simply supported, a solution of the following
form has been proposed by Nadai [7] and Levy [8]
•
00





ra j)i_m a ma a m a
+ m^ COSH «*] (4)a a J
The series constants in the above equation remain to be de-
termined by the particular boundary conditions of the case
in question, and by the equation of the deflection surface
(2b).
Since the simplified model selected for examination
in this thesis has been assumed to be simply supported along
its transverse edges (x 0, a), this form of solution is
considered appropriate for use.
Boundary Conditions
As stated before, the solution to the problem is to
be divided into two parts, each of which having its own par-
ticular boundary conditions. Certain conditions, however,
will remain constant throughout the problem, these are
-
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a) The deflection and moment of the plate edge at
a simply supported edge must always be zero, viz.,
a • 0, ^-f =0 at x « 0. a (5)
dxz
b) The condition of elastic support requires that
the load on the stiffening member at the plate edge be
equal to the force transmitted from the plate to the stif-
fened i.e., the shear pressure, viz.,
EI «S-J£ « - v at y - + b/2 (6a)
dx y
or.
.4 .3 A 3
EI «a-a * d AJk + (2-v) a m at y - • b/2 (6b)
x L -> i J —4 u 3 2
dx dy"5 dx dy
Considering other conditions which roust exist along
the plate edges, it can easily be seen that the rotation of
the stiffener at its point of attachment to the plate must
equal the rotation of the plate at the same point. Stated
in mathematical terms, this would be
_GK -SisL . D ;£% + v £*' at y - b/2 (7)
dx dy Ldy ax J
-.
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In most actual cases, however
, plating stiffeners
are T-sections, and it can be shown that the value of the
torsional stiffness constant (K) is only a fraction of the
value of the polar moment of inertia (J) of these sections
[4] • Hence, the resistance of such a structural element
to a rotation about its point of attachment is quite small.
This is obviously not a good approximation at or near the
ends of the stiffener, where some form of connection is
made to a transverse member, but near the center of the
panel, where the bending stresses resulting from boundary
condition (5) would be the greatest, the assumption seems
reasonable.
Considering this, one further assumption which might
be made concerning the longitudinal plate edge would be
that the stiffener, near the center of its span, offers no
resistance to rotation about its point of attachment, or,
2 2
D ! £-£ + v -Mj. - at y - •• b/2 (8)
L Zyz dx^ J
It is just this assumption which has been made by Timoshenko
[5] in his treatment of a somewhat similar case. There, the
value of the stiffness constant (K) was equal to the polar





Another approach to the condition existing along the
+ b/2 edges may be defined if one considers an ideal plate
deflection pattern as shown in Fig. IV.
Pig. IV. Ideal deflection pattern of an infinite series of
similar plate panels under lateral load
While this deflection pattern is obviously an ideal situa-
tion in which each plate panel affects its neighbor in such
a way that all rotation of the plate panel at the stiffener
is removed* viz..
dm
dy at y ;; b/2 (9)
it would appear reasonable to assume that this situation is
no more ideal than that which assumes no residual bending
moment at the stiffeners (8) • Actually, it seems most likely
that the actual situation lies somewhere between the two
extremes. Accordingly, both of these approximations will





For purposes of identification, the solution using
boundary condition (8) will be referred to as the "simple
support" approximation to the lateral load case, and that
using boundary condition (9) as the "clamped" approximation
to the lateral load case* This terminology will be retained
throughout.
The second phase of the solution, that dealing with
the plate panel loaded only by a moment applied along a
longitudinal edge, has been discussed by Timoshenko [5] for
somewhat different boundary conditions, A completely





] ^-f + v £-* | « f.(x) at y - + b/2 (10)dy dx
2 2
D ! ^-* + v 3-$ I « f (X ) at y « - b/2 (11)
Using these conditions, together with (5) and (6), the com-
plete solution for the plate deflection equation under moment
load alone may be obtained in general form. Specialization
of this solution, by setting the moment at one of the longi-
tudinal edges equal to zero and the other equal to that
transmitted from the tilted stiffener, will lead to the
solution sought in this phase. This method of specialization






1. Simple support approximation
The boundary conditions appropriate to this case are
® - 0, —^ =0 at x » 0, a (5)
3x^
EI £-f . D [42| + <2-v) -|fa ] at y * ± b/2 (6)3x c3y dx dy J
2 2
D [*•# + v
-^-f * o at y - + b/2 (7)Ldy^ dxz J
The solution of equation (2a) for these conditions has been
carried out by Timoshenko [5] and, with a slight change in
notation, is reproduced below.
.
-
iffil y JL r x + . cogH am
+ b
ffi
m siNH S2QL 1 SIN E2* (12)ma a _i a
in which,
v(l+v)S!NH X -v(l-v)X COSH K -a (2COSH X +X SINH X )
. m m m m m m m
(3+v) (1-v) SINH X
m
COSH V"* 1"^* Xm+2amCOSH2 xm
(13)
v( 1-v) SINH X +a COSH X_
_
_ mm m
(3+v) (1-v) SINH X COSH X -(1-v 2 ) X +2a COSH 2 X






\» = =£ (X5)
m D a
With this solution for the plate deflection surface,
surface stresses in the plate may be found from the following
relationships
:
* h2 h2 - ax2 ay2 J
(
off /-_,. r- -.2 >.2 -,
ayT2 ss -^L7T +v 72j (18)J h h dy dx
Upon differentiation of (12), and substitution, the
equations for the stresses due to lateral load under the




-2|3S_ 5 i r 1+, (1.v)coaHu
i i»2_.3 i- 3 l m a
m—i , j , • • •
- 2v B COSH S^ + B (1-v) S^ slm BOX. 1 SIN 212*












The boundary conditions appropriate to this case are
(« = # «
L-
~ at x « 0, a (5)
ax




at y = i b/2 (6)
dx >y dx Sy
— at y - + b/2 (9)
ay
A detailed solution for this case is presented in Appendix A,
The solution for the deflection surface of the plate
subject to the approximation that there is no rotation of
the plate panel at the stiffeners under purely lateral load
is
Ts
_5_ 5 i_m a ma aj a
Tr D , , m
(12)
where
-a (SINH \+\ COSH X )
m mm m
a X +a SINH X COSH X +2SINH2 Xmm m m mm mA -
E ®—& B= (21)
a SINH X
Bm -
* % r— (22)
a X +a SINH X COSH X +2SINH \
m ro m m m m
with the terms X and a as defined above by (15) and (16).mm
.- . ^ s
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The solution is thus of the same form for both ap-
proximations. Only the series constants, A and B , change
with different boundary conditions. With these same modi-
fications then, the equations derived for the flat plate
stresses are identical for both support approximations.
Tilt Load Case
Boundary conditions for this case are
a * 0, £-— - at x « 0, a (5)
dx
EI ^-f « d[" &-f + (2-v) -M- ! at y - b/2 (6)
dx4 y* hx hy J
2 2
-D I *-# + V ^-f - f . (x) at y - + b/2 (10)L dy2 dxZ J x
2 2
-D I H + v^ - f (x) at y - - b/2 (11)
dy Sx
A detailed solution for this case is presented in Appendix B,
If the arbitrary moments applied to the plate edge





f(x) « E IN EZ2L (23)
then the solution to this case can be given as follows
•
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* \- % \ f- cosh s^ + as* SINH EZY.
T D »i » L Rl a aRl a
+ £- SINH ^ + WL C0SH SBL
j SIN WL (24)
where the constants of the series terms are given by
(1+v-a X) SINH X -(1-vH COSH X
p as (25)
(3-v)SINH X +a COSH Xmm m
(1+v-a X ) COSH X -(l-v)Xm SINH X_
Y (26)
(l-v)COSH X +a SINH Xmm m
R, - r o(l-v)+2 j COSH X +X(l-v)SINH X (27)i j m m m
R *
|
y(l-v)+2 ! SINH X +X (l-v)COSH X (28)
2. L j mm m
with the terms X and a as defined before, (15), (16),
In order to determine the value of the series con-
stant E in (24) , the nature of the loading moment must be
considered. As stated earlier, the moment applied to the
plate from the stiffener will be the product of the shear
pressure at the edge of the plate times the moment arm arising
from the angle of tilt, (e SIN 0) .
The shear pressure at the plate edge, by the theory
of small deflections, is
--
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V - Q - ^X. (29)
y y dx * '
or
V - -D f ^f + (2-v) -4^ 1 <30)y u dyJ Bx dy J
The reaction force applied to the plate is then
-V * D f ^f + (2-v) -4^ 1 (31)y L 6y dx by J
y=b/2 y-b/2
Differentiating the solution to the lateral load case
(12) and substituting that value into (31) gives
<»
4qa r- j
-v/k/o^ —o o i v~D&m SINH ^m + (v+l)B SINH X
m^l , 3 « • • •
+ (v-l)B X COSH X I SIN ^^ (32)m m iRj a
This solution has the same form for both lateral
load stress approximations, only the values of A and B
change, as has been shown.
Since the moment applied to the plate is of the form
f (x) * ~V (b/2) C SIN ^ (33)








the final form of the solution for the series constant E is
m
4qa
E« * oT i ( V~1 )A™ SINH * +(v+l)B SINH \m
-.*«.* L m m m m
7T in
+ (v-l)B X COSH \ ! C SIN (34)m in mj *
With this, the solution for the deflection surface
of the plate panel subjected to both lateral and tilt loadings
separately is complete.
It should be noted at this point that when the two
deflections are combined by the principle of superposition,
a different form of the equation for the shear pressure at
the plate edge would arise. This is to say that the loading
by the tilt moment would give rise to its own shear pressure
and a separate moment load on the plate. This increment in
the shear pressure has been analyzed and shown to be second
order. The analysis is shown in detail in Appendix C. For
the purpose of this investigation, the second order terms
are disregarded.
The stresses induced in the plate subjected to web
tilt loading may be evaluated in the same manner as before,
by use of equations (17) and (18).

-24-
Differentiating (24), and substituting into (17)
and (18) gives
3 . (o(v-D+2v) mlJy m7rv(v-l) imrv
xo v, *- m _ r a aR, a
^
n
m»1.3 # ... 1
+




l„ -4 1 EmL <P<1
'VK2>
COSH SI* + m^(l-v) Bjjj.
Yo -u^ *- l- R, a aR, a
mssl "? •*- J-l»~""A. , -J i • • •
+
(V(1~V) *2) SINH S1B1 + P*Y{l-v) COSH ^L 1SIN E22L
a
(36)
r a aR9 a J2 ^
According the the principle of superposition, the
stresses obtained for the two separate cases may be added
directly to give the total stress in the plate panel sub-
jected to both the lateral load and the tilt load arising
from a single tilted frame.
The total plate stresses are








and the stress magnification factor arising from the tilted
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The procedure shown thus far will determine the
magnitude of the effect of web tilt for each of the two ap-
proximations of plate restraint which have been proposed,
A computer program has been devised which will allow the
infinite series terms involved in the solution to be evalu-
ated out to vanishingly small terms. This program is pre-
sented in Appendix D.
Selection of Input Data
Having obtained an analytical solution for the effect
of web tilt loading on plate bending stresses, some numeri-
cal examples must be obtained for examination.
In order to obtain a set of representative input
data, the design path described by St. Denis [10] was fol-
lowed through a single cycle. Three values of ship length,
transverse frame spacing, and longitudinal frame spacing
were selected as typical values, and a design made for each
of the twenty-seven possible combinations. The assumed
'
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Table I. Initial Input Data
The value of the primary hull girder stress was as-
sumed to be given by the relationship
a- » 2240VL (41)
then, following the procedure outlined in [10] , stress
schedules were set up for each case to give allowable values
of the plate bending stress (a-). With this, the plate
thickness required was obtained by using the maximum value
given by the equations shown below,








2. stability of plates in compression
t-kVI2(l-v
2
) 0l*- (43)V 4E
The plate thus selected in each case was then checked
to insure that a factor of safety of 1.25 was provided on
the ultimate strength after buckling.
With the plsting thus selected, the scantlings of
the longitudinal stiffeners were selected by setting a limiting
value of the slenderness ratio (L/k) for each span, viz.,
(LA) < 30 (44)
The bending moment in each stiffener was approximated by




where, in all cases in this thesis, the draft of the ship
was held constant at thirty feet.
The required section modulus of the combined beam
and plate was obtained by the relationship
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Actual selection of the stiffener sections was ac-
complished by the use of references [6] and [11] • Medium
steel construction was assumed throughout.
A complete tabulation of the results of this first
design spiral is given in Table II. While it is acknowledged
that these scantlings are not likely to be appropriate for
specific ships of the assumed initial dimensions due to con-
siderations of overall section modulus, it is felt that the
values obtained in this limited analysis represent a minimum
design condition, and are thus appropriate for U3e in the
analysis for the effect of web tilt.
In order to provide a more orderly form for data pre-
sentation, the input data shown in Table II have been pre-
sented in non-dimensional form in Table III.
Since the most critical factor affecting the magni-
tude of the tilt moment can easily be seen to be the distance
from the toe to the flexural center (e), the input data,




L B b h h Xo fj Item Case
300 72 24 0.375 78.0 11.4 5.78 6x6.5x13.5 T 1
300 72 30 0.5 117.7 15.3 5.85 6x6.5x18 T 2
300 72 36 0.5625 151.7 21.1 6.72 7x6.75x17 T 3
300 84 24 0.375 107.6 19.0 6.74 7x6.75x15 T 4
300 84 30 0.5 187.6 30.7 7.72 8x7x18 T 5
300 84 36 0.5625 198.7 30.7 7.72 8x7x18 T 6
300 96 24 0.375 158.1 30.7 7.72 8x7x18 T 7
300 96 30 0.5 223.
6
37.8 7.78 8x7x22.5 T 3
300 96 36 0.5625 324.8 42.2 8.72 9x7.5x25 T 9
500 72 24 0.4375 96.1 13.0 5.82 6x6.5x15.5 T 10
500 72 30 0.5625 102.9 21.1 6.77 7x6.75x17 T 11
500 72 36 0.6875 216.2 30.7 7.72 8x7x13 T 12
500 84 24 0.4375 133.3 21.1 6.77 7x6.75x17 T 13
500 84 30 0.5625 198.7 30.7 7.72 3x7x18 T 14
500 84 36 0.6375 296.4 42.2 7.78 8x7x25 T 15
500 96 24 0.4375 174.4 30.7 7.72 8x7x18 T 16
500 96 30 0.5625 268.2 42.2 7.78 8x7x25 T 17
500 96 36 0.6975 391.1 59.6 8.75 9x7.5x27.5 T 18
700 72 24 0.5 125.8 19.0 6.74 7x6.75x15 T 19
700 72 30 0.625 176.3 23.5 6.8 7x6.75x19 T 20
700 72 36 0.75 249.9 33.2 7.75 8x7x20 T 21
700 84 24 0.5 187.6 30.7 7.72 8x7x18 T 22
700 84 30 0.625 256.3 37.3 7.78 8x7x22.5 T 23
700 84 36 0.75 342.0 43.6 7.61 8x8.5x29 T 24
700 96 24 0.5 228.6 37.8 7.78 8x7x22.5 T 25
700 96 30 0.625 342.5 42.2 8.72 9x7.5x25 T 26
700 96 36 0.75 441.6 64.8 8.78 9x7.5x30 T 27





As long side dimension,
B: short side dimension.
t: thickness of the plate
Io: moment of inertia of the stiffeners.
e : distance from the flexural center of the stiffener to
the plate edge,
L: length of the ship.
A/B A/e e/t 3Io/Be A/t Io/te 3 A
2.0 10.65 12.0 1.90*10""3 128 12.1*10" 72"
2.33 12.40 13.7 1.86 149 11.8 84
2.4 12.40 11.7 2.55 144 15.3 72
2.66 11.00 15.5 1.80 170 11.3 96
2.8 10.90 15.4 2.24 168 13.4 84
3.0 12.45 15.4 2.46 193 15.8 72
3.2 12.35 15.6 2.67 192 16.0 96
3.5 12.45 18.0 2.59 224 16.5 84
4.0 12.45 20.6 2.79 256 17.8 96




















A/fe A/e e/t Io/fee 3 A/t Io/te 3 A
2.0 9.40 11.2 1.86*10"3 105 9.8*10" 72"
2.33 10.80 11.3 2.43 122 ] :.-. . I 84
2.4 10.65 12.0 2.28 128 12.1 72
2.66 10.95 12.7 2.46 139 12.8 96
2.8 10.90 13.7 2.23 149 12.0 84
3.0 12.40 13.3 2.75 164 15.1 72
3.2 12.35 13.3 2.96 171 15.7 96
3.5 12.40 15.5 2.83 192 15.5 34
4.0 12.45 17.6 2.80 220 15.3 96
L: 700*
A/B A/e e/t Io/fee A/t Io/te 3 A
2.0 9.3 10.3 1.97*10" 96 9.6*10" 72"
2.33 11.0 10.2 2.70 112 13.2 84
2.4 10.6 10.9 2.48 115 11.0 72
2.66 10.9 11.7 2.66 128 12.7 96
2.8 : '•.':. 12.4 2.63 134 12. 84
3.0 10.7 13.5 2.60 144 72
3.2 11.0 • . ' 2.12 153 10.3 96
3.5 10.9 15.4 2.80 168 13.4 84
4.0 12.3 15.6 3.34 192 16.0 96





















The computer programs. Appendix D, were written to
evaluate each of the infinite series presented as solutions
for the plate stresses in Chapter III out to its tenth term.
This extent was considered necessary to insure accuracy in
the computation of the plate stresses, since the series
representing the moments in the plate converge less rapidly
3than do those for deflection (i.e., as 1/m instead of as
1/m ) •
Figures VI and VTI are plots of the results obtained
for the stresses, in the y direction only, using the simple
support approximation. Figures VIII and IX show the same
results obtained by use of the clamped approximation. These
figures show only the results for case 1. As the general
shape of the resultant curve was identical for all cases,
differing only in magnitude, presentation of each case in
this manner was considered superfluous.
Figures X through XV present a comparison of the
actual tilt stresses obtained for each of the lateral load
support approximations used. Again, only selected cases
have been presented, but these are representative of the
form obtained in each case examined.
Figures XVI through XXIII are plots of the results
of all cases examined, both for the simple support and





obtained, shown as a percentage of the lateral load stress,
versus the characteristic plate parameters in a non-
dimensional form, i.e., the depth ratio («;/t) and the aspect
ratio (a/b) • These are shown for three different angles
of initial web tilt: three, five, and seven degrees.
In all cases shown in Figures XVI through XXIII,
data from the simple support approximation has been pre-
sented at the center of the plate panel (x**a/2, y^O) and
data from the clamped approximation has been shown at the
edge of the plate panel (x^a/^, y*b/2).
Tabulations of the data used to plot the figures
are presented concurrently in Tables IV through XIII.
--
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Figure VI. Sample stress pattern,
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SIMPLY SUPPORTED CASE (0 - 7°)
Li 300'
fi/t y no tilt* °y tilted % increase
11.7 31,863.3psi. 33,278.2psi. 4.44
12.05 33.115.8 34,459.0 4.07
13.70 35,865.9 37,605.3 4.35
15.40 33,585.9 35,618.7 6.05
15.40 38,846.9 41,070.8 5.72
15.50 37,671.6 39,799.3 5.65
15.6 34,572.3 36,718.3 6.20
18.0 39,878.9 42,579.5 6.77
20.6 40,297.4 43,453.3 7.83
L: 500'
e/t a y no tilt y tilted % increase
11.2 22,134.7psi. 25,145.5psi. 4.60
11.3 23,975.5 25,145.5 4.88
12.0 25,171.8 26,465.2 5.14
12.7 25,194.3 26,621.0 5.66
13.3 28,513.6 30,154.6 5.76
13.7 26,507.5 30,154.6 6.04
15.5 29,280.3 31,270.8 6.10
17.60 29,669.4 31,985.7 7.81
These values remain constant for all angles of tilt
and are not repeated in the subsequent tables
Table VI. Lateral and tilt stresses
vs. depth ratio (s/t) * 7 tilt angle.








s/t °y no tilt ay tilted % increase
10.30 18,571.5psi. 19,429.8psi. 4.62
10.30 20,116.3 21,076.5 4.77
10.90 20,364.4 21,414.4 5.15
11.70 21,153.1 22,354.3 5.68
12.45 21,462.0 22,769.0 6.09
13.50 21,829.2 23,283.9 6.67
14.00 22,090.3 23,624.4 6.94
15.40 22,416.5 24,154.2 7.75
15.60 22,708.6 24,492.0 7.86
Table VI. Lateral and tilt stresses
vs. depth ratio (e/t) , 7° tilt angle.












Figure XVI. Stress magnification vs.












11.70 32,471.0 1.90 32,875.2 3.20
12.05 33,693.0 1.75 34,075.0 2.90
13.70 36,613.0 2.10 37,110.5 3.50
15.40 39,802.0 2.50 40,437.0 4.10
15.40 34,459.0 3.45 35,040.0 4.33
15.50 38,585.0 2.43 39,193.2 4.04
15.60 35,494.4 2.66 36,107.3 4.44
18.00 41,037.0 2.90 41,810.0 4.84








11.20 22,572.0 1.98 22,864.0 3.30
11.30 24,478.4 2.10 24,813.0 3.50
12.00 25,727.2 2.21 26,096.8 3.70
12.70 25,807.2 2.43 26,214.7 4.05
13.30 29,218.0 2.47 29,687.0 4.12
13.70 27,195.3 2.60 27,653.8 4.32
13.85 28,027.0 2.70 28,509.7 4.43
15.50 31,135.1 2.92 30,703.8 4.86
17.60 30,664.0 3.35 31,325.8 5.58
Table VII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.



















































10.30 18,490.0 1.98 19,185.3 3.30
10.30 20,528.8 2.05 20,803.1 3.41
10.90 20,815.3 2.21 21,115.3 3.35
11.70 21,663.9 2.44 22,012.1 4.06
12.45 22,023.2 2.61 22,396.9 4.35
13.50 22,453.9 2.86 22,869.0 4.77
14.00 22,749.1 2.98 23,187.5 4.97
15.40 23,162.7 3.33 23,659.2 5.54
15.60 23,475.6 3.38 23,986.0 5.63
Table VII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.










Pigure XVII. Stress magnification vs.






SIMPLY SUPPORTED CASE (#«7 ")
L: 300*
A/B <3y no tilt y tilted % increase
2.00 33,115. 8psi. 34,459.0psi. 4.07
2.33 35,865.9 37,606.3 4.85
2.40 31,863.3 33,278.2 4.44
2.66 37,671.6 39,799.3 5.65
2.80 33,585.9 35,618.7 6.05
3.00 38,846.9 41,070.8 5.72
3.20 34,572.3 36,718.3 6.20
3.50 39,878.9 42,579.5 6.77
4.00 40,297.4 43,453.3 7.83
L* 500'
A/B y no tilt ay tilted % increase
2.00 22,134.7psi. 23,155.0psi. 4.60
2.33 23,975.5 25,145.5 4.88
2.40 25,171.8 26,465.2 5.14
2.66 25,194.3 26,621.0 5.66
2.80 26,507.5 28,110.4 6.04
3.00 28,513.6 30,154.6 5.76
3.20 27,300.0 28,993.0 6.20
3.50 29,280.3 31,270.8 6.10
4.00 29,669.4 31,985.7 7.81
Table VIII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.































h/B °y no tilt °y tilted % increase
2.00 18,571.5psi. 19,429.8psi. 4.62
2.33 20,116.6 21,076.5 4.77
2.40 20,364.4 21,414.4 5.15
2.66 21,153.1 22,354.3 5.68
2.80 21,462.0 22,769.0 6.09
3.00 21,829.2 23,283.9 6.67
3.20 22,090.3 23,624.4 6.94
3.50 22,416.5 24,154.2 7.75
4.00 22,708.6 24,492.0 7.86
Table VIII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.








Figure XVIII, Stress magnification vs,














2.00 33,693. Opsi. 1.75 34,075.0psi. 2.90
2.33 36,613.0 2.10 37,110.5 3.50
2.40 32,471.0 1.90 32,875.0 3.20
2.66 38,585.0 2.43 39,193.2 4.04
2.80 39,802.2 2.50 40,437.0 4.10
3.00 34,459.0 3.45 35,040.0 4.33
3.20 35,494.4 2.66 36,107.3 4.44
3.50 41,037.0 2.90 41,810.0 4.84







2.00 22,574.0psi. 1.98 22,864.0psi. 3.30
2.33 24,478.4 2.10 24,813.0 3.50
2.40 25,727.2 2.21 26,096.8 3.70
2.66 25,807.2 2.43 26,214.7 4.05
2.80 27,195.8 2.60 27,653.8 4.32
3.00 29,218.0 2.47 29,687.0 4.12
3.20 28,027.0 2.70 28,509.7 4.43
3.50 30,135.1 2.92 30,703.8 4.86
4.00 30,664.0 3.35 31,325.8 5.58
Table IX. Lateral and tilt vs.








































2.00 18,490.0psi. 1.98 19,185.3psi. 3.30
2.33 20,523.8 2.05 20,303.1 3.41
2.40 20,315.3 2.21 21,153.0 3.35
2.66 21,668.9 2.44 22,012.1 4.06
2.80 22,023.2 2.61 22,396.9 4.35
3.00 22,453.9 2.36 22,869.0 4.77
3.20 22,769.1 2.98 23,187.5 4.97
3.50 23,162.7 3.33 23,659.2 5.54
4.00 23,475.7 3.38 23,986.0 5.63
Table IX. Lateral and tilt vs.





Pigure XIX. Stress magnification vs.






CIAMPEP EDGES CASE {0**7 )
L;300'
«/t y no tilt ay tilted
% increase
(decrease)
11.70 23,247.0psi. 20,056.0psi. 13.30
12.05 26,542.0 23,006.0 13.30
13.70 26,666.0 22,662.0 15.00
15.40 26,630.0 22,213.0 16.75
15.40 23,499.0 19,298.0 17.90
15.50 26,669.0 22,167.0 16.90
15.60 23,421.0 19,198.0 18.00
18.00 26,629.0 21,559.0 19.00
20.60 26,775.0 20,817.0 22.20
L:500'
ay no tilt °y tilted
% increase
(decrease)
11.20 17,590.0psi. 14,900.0psi. 15.30
11.30 17,657.0 14,962.0 15.30
12.00 18,344.0 15,427.0 15.90
12.70 17,699.0 14,679.0 17.20
13.30 19,401.0 16,102.0 17.00
13.70 18,366.0 15,053.0 18.00
13.85 18,374.0 15,040.0 18.20
15.50 19,492.0 15,656.0 19.70
17.60 19,544.0 15,170.0 22.40
Table X. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.
























t/t ay no tilt ay tilted
% increase
(decrease)
10.30 17,657.0psi. 14,962.0psi. 15.30
10.30 14,667.0 12,459.0 15.60
10.90 14,713.0 12,346.0 16.10
11.70 14,761.0 12,219.0 17.20
12.45 14,814.0 12,112.0 13.30
13.50 14,934.0 11,918.0 19.75
14.00 14,700.0 11,678.0 20.60
15.40 14,913.9 11,564.0 22.50
15.60 14,384.0 11,510.0 25.10
Table X. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.
l ratio (c/t), 7° tilt
Clamped approximation,





Figure XX. Stress magnification vs.















11.70 21,877.0psi. 5.90 20,965.5psi. 9.80
12.05 25,023.5 5.75 24,013.2 9.45
13.70 24,946.0 6.40 23,802.5 10.75
15.40 24,762.0 7.20 23,485.0 11.95
15.40 21,695.0 7.66 20,494.0 12.80
15.50 24,735.0 7.30 23,449.0 12.10
15.60 21,607.9 7.74 20,401.1 12.70
18.00 24,528.3 7.90 23,041.6 13.50









11.20 16,435.0psi. 6.60 15,666.0psi. 10.90
11.30 16,499.0 6.60 15,729.0 10.90
12.00 17,091.4 6.85 16,258.0 11.40
12.70 16,402.0 7.30 15,539.0 12.20
13.30 17,984.0 7.32 17,042.0 12.20
13.70 16,943.2 7.75 15,996.5 12.90
13.85 16,942.0 7.78 15,989.9 13.00
15.50 17,844.0 8.48 16,748.0 14.10
17.60 17,665.0 9.63 16,415.6 16.00
Table XI. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.


























<0«3O ) % increase
<V tilted
(0-5°) % increa
10.30 13,663.0psi. 7.10 13,016.0psi. 11.25
10.30 13,663.0 7.10 13,016.0 11.25
10.90 13,696.7 6.95 13,020.3 11.50
11.70 13,669.4 7.50 12,943.0 12.30
12.45 13,653.0 7.84 12,881.0 13.05
13.50 13,586.8 8.43 12,751.1 14.05
14.00 13,402.0 8.85 12,539.0 14.70
15.40 13,474.4 9.67 12,517.0 16.10
15.60 13,434.4 9.75 12,471.0 16.20
Table XI. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.





Figure XXI. Stress magnification vs.






CLAMPED EDGES CASE W**r')
L:300«
A/B °y no tilt °y tilted
% increase
(decrease)
2,00 26,542.0psi. 23,006.0psi. 13.30
2.33 26,666.0 22,662.0 15.00
2.40 23,247.0 20.056.0 13.30
2.66 26,669.0 22,167.0 16.90
2.80 23,499.0 19,298.0 17.90
3.00 26,680.0 22,213.0 16.75
3.20 23,421.0 19,198.0 18.00
3.50 26,629.0 21,559.0 19.00
4.00 26,775.0 20,817.0 22.20
L:500'
A/B y no tilt y tilted
% increase
(decrease)
2.00 17,590.0psi. 14,990.0psi. 15.30
2.33 17,657.0 14,962.0 15.30
2.40 18,344.0 15,427.0 15.90
2.66 17,699.0 14,697.0 17.20
2.80 18,366.0 15,053.0 18.00
3.00 19,407.0 16,102.0 17.00
3.20 18,374.0 15,040.0 18.20
3.50 19,492.0 15,656.0 19.70
4.00 19,544.0 15,170.0 22.40
Table XII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.




























A/B y no tilt ay tilted
% increase
(decrease)
2.00 14,634.0psi. 12,373.0psi. 15.60
2.33 14,667.0 12,459.0 15.60
2.40 14,713.0 12,346.0 16.10
2.66 17,699.0 14,679.0 17.20
2.80 14,814.0 12,112.0 18.30
3.00 14,843.0 11,918.0 19.75
3.20 14,700.0 11,673.0 20.60
3.50 14,913.0 11,664.0 22.50
4.00 14,884.0 11,510.0 25.10
Table XII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.













Pigure XXII. Stress magnification vs.













2,00 25,023. 5psi. 5.75 24,013.2psi. 9.45
2.33 24,946.0 6.40 23,802.5 10.75
2.40 21,877.0 5.90 20.965.5 9.80
2.66 24,735.0 7.30 23,449.0 12.10
2.80 24,762.0 7.20 23,485.0 11.95
3.00 21,695.0 7.66 20,494.0 12.80
3.20 21,607.9 7.74 20,401.1 12.70
3.50 24,528.3 7.90 23,041.6 13.50




<#«36 ) % increase
ay tilted
{0=5°) % increase
2.00 16,335.0psi. 6.60 15,666.0psi. 10.90
2.33 16,499.0 6.60 15,729.0 10.90
2.40 17,091.4 6.85 16,258.0 11.40
2.66 16,402.0 7.30 15,539.0 12.20
2.80 16,943.2 7.75 15,996.5 12.90
3.00 17,948.0 7.32 17,042.0 12.20
3.20 16,942.0 7.73 15,989.0 13.00
3.50 17,844.0 8.48 16,748.0 14.10
4.00 17,665.0 9.63 16,415.6 16.00
Table XIII. Lateral and tilt stresses vs.


























































°y tiljed ay tilted
A/fe (0*3 ) % increase (#»5 ) % increase
2.00 13,663.0psi. 7.10 13,016.0psi. 11.25
2.33 13,663.0 7.10 13,016.0 11.25
2.40 13,697.4 6.95 13,028.3 11.25
2.66 13,669.4 7.50 12,943.0 12.30
2.00 13,653.0 7.84 12,881.0 13.05
3.00 13,586.8 8.43 12,751.1 14.05
3.20 13,402.0 8.85 12,539.0 14.70
3.50 13,474.4 9.67 12,517.0 16.10
4.00 13,434.4 9.75 12,471.0 16.20
XIII. Lateral and tilt stresses
itio (a/b) # 3° and 5° t
Clamped approximation.




















Figure XXIII. Stress magnification vs.






V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Upon examination of the results of the computer study
for all fifty-four cases, it was apparent that the effect
of web tilt, while present to some degree at any point in
the plate, had real significance only for the stress in the
"yw direction (a ) . That this should be so seemed intuitive
at the outset, since the vector of the applied tilt moment
parallelled the "x" direction of the plate panel. The re-
sults confirmed this, and hence the values of lateral and
tilt stresses in the Hx" direction (a ) have not been pre-
sented in the results.
Another intuitive conclusion, that the major effect,
or tilt stress variation, would occur along the central
plate axis x=a/2, normal to the vector of the applied moment,
was also borne out by the results. Figures VII and IX show
the total stress (o ) variation along the y»0 axis for both
support approximations. The maximum stress magnification
occurs at the plate center in each case. This is also the
point of maximum stress due to lateral load in each case,
arising from the assumption that the plate was simply sup-
ported along its transverse edges. Consideration of Figures
VI and VIII, total stress (a ) patterns along the t&*&/2
axis, shows that the magnitude of the tilt stress is a maxi-
mum at its point of application, and diminishes across the




the x*a/2 axis as well, the discussion will be limited to
this effect.
Figure X and XV are presentations of the stress
arising from web tilt alone, shown along the axis x«a/2 for
several cases and angles of tilt. Each pair of plots com-
pares the effect produced under similar geometry for the
two support approximations. Consideration of these figures,
as well as of the accompanying tables, IV and V, reveals that
the actual magnitude of the tilt stress is very nearly in-
dependent of the support conditions assumed for the plate
panel. This says, in effect, that the shear pressure at
the plate edge does not vary measurably with the edge sup-
port conditions. This fact is not obvious from an examina-
tion of equations (34), (13), (14), (21), and (22), the
analytical expressions for the shear pressure coefficient.
The chief conclusion to be drawn from the state-
ments above lies in the fact that the major factor in stress
amplification due to web tilt, the shear pressure, can be
considered a constant under the most widely varying support
conditions normally made for plate analysis.
It is worth noting at this point, that the actual
values of tilt stress obtained in this analysis must be con-
sidered low when extrapolated to an actual ship plating
problem. To demonstrate the reasoning behind this statement,
consider again the analogy to a simple beam under a
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distributed load (q) . For a single span, analogous to the
single panel examined in this thesis, the shear force at
either edge is of the order of Hqa/2, M whereas for a double
span, analogous to a continuous panel system, the shear
force at the central support is of the order of "qa." Thus,
in a real case, the tilt stresses might be expected to ex-
ceed those found in this analysis.
Before any discussion of the results presented in
Figures XVI through XXIII, it i3 pertinent to discuss the
non-dimensional parameters against which these results are
presented. In most work which has been done on plate panels
and systems, the fundamental identifying characteristic of
the panel is the aspect ratio (a/b) • In this work, it was
apparent from the initial assumption of the magnitude of
the tilt moment arm, (e SIN 0) , that the value of "€ H would
have an important bearing on the results. Additionally,
since the plate stresses are inversely proportional to the
square of the plate thickness, (t) , the non-dimensional
depth ratio (s/t) seemed pertinent. Analysis of the input
data, all selected by standard design techniques, revealed
that a rough but generally consistent relationship exists
between these two ratios (Figure V), that is, as the plate
aspect ratio increases, an increase in the depth ratio is
to be expected as well. Since both of these ratios are
readily obtainable in an engineering situation, (s can be
-
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taken to be equal to the full depth of the stiffener with
very little sacrifice of accuracy) , the results shown in
Figures XVI through XXIII have been presented against both
of these parameters. Any other non-dimensional relationship
for further analysis may be obtained by reference to Table
III, The results shown are plotted for each assumed ship
length, showing, in the lower figure of each group, the
corresponding design stress levels. The difference in
allowable stress magnitude arises from the design technique
employed [10] which permits a higher level of plate bending
3tress in a shorter 3hip, where the girder stress would
presumably be smaller.
Figures XVI through XIX show results at the panel
center for the simple support approximation, while figures
XX through XXIII show results at the center of the longi-
tudinal edge (x^a/^, y«b/2) for the clamped approximation.
In both situations the magnification has been presented at
the point of maximum plate stress due to the lateral load
alone. The fact that the stress magnification shown for
the clamped approximation is in all cases the greater arises
from two facts:
1. The stress at the panel center under a simple
support approximation is greater than the stress which ob-
tains at the plate edge under the clamped approximation, and.
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2. the magnitude of the tilt stress remains es-
sentially constant for varying support conditions, as has
been pointed out, and decreases nearly linearly as the
distance from the plate edge increases (Figure X through
XV).
Of particular interest in the results is the fact
that a fairly regular relationship is implied between the
value of stress magnification and the plate aspect ratio
(Figures XVTII, XIX, XXII, and XXIII). Thus, while 3till
not defining the absolute value of the tilt effect, it may
be concluded that the effect of web tilt increases in im-
portance for a particular plate panel as the aspect ratio
of the panel itself increases.
The question which this thesis seeks to answer asks
not only the magnitude of the tilt effect, but, more funda-
mentally, whether the effect is large enough to be of con-
cern in surface ship construction. In order to properly
define an answer to this question, it is necessary to con-
sider first the nature of the design method used for scantling
selection on surface ships. To a very simplified first
approximation, the plating thickness of a particular panel
is selected to withstand the lateral load or to resist in-
stability failure in compressive loading, whichever is the
more limiting. The stiffener scantlings are selected
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principally to withstand the girder bending of the ship, that
is, the chief considerations are usually the area of material
in the stiffener and its section modulus. The choice between
a number of stiffeners which all satisfy the required values
of section modulus is generally based upon considerations of
weight or such characteristics as instability of the web
itself. In any event, the ratio of the depth of the 3tif-
fener to the plating thickness (e/t) has been merely a de-
rived value, never a design consideration.
From Figures Y. through XV, it can be seen that the
maximum value of tilt stress, for the conditions examined,
is measured in thousands of pounds per square inch, and even
this, as has already been discussed, is to be considered a
low value. Stresses of this magnitude are certainly not to
be ignored in any design consideration.
hs a general conclusion then, it may be stated that
initial web tilt can indeed have an important effect upon
plate bending stresses. This is especially true upon con-
sideration of the improvements presently being made in
structural design. As design techniques improve, effects
which have been heretofore hidden within the "factor of
safety" will become increasingly important. Construction
methods v/hich allow the depth of a stiffening member to
be increased and its orientation to the plate changed for
such reasons as support for an item within the hull or for
-1
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a more favorable connection to another member are to be con-
sidered suspect. In such coses, an estimate of the effect
of the change might be obtained by reference to a plot such
as is shov?n in Figure XXII or XX.

VI . CONCLUSIONS
Recounting the conclusions developed in the pre-
vious section, they are
1. The value of tilt-induced bending stress is es-
sentially independent of the support conditions of the
plate.
2. The effect of an initial web tilt increases in
a regular manner as both the panel aspect ratio (a/b) and
depth ratio (c/t) increase.
3. The ratio of stiffener depth to plate thick-
ness (e'/t)» where e* can be taken as very nearly equal to
e, should be considered a design parameter, and its effect
accounted for in any case of an intentionally skew stif-
fening member.
4. The magnitude of tilt-induced stress, while not
catastrophic, is large enough to merit further considera-
tion in any design technique which seeks to optimize the




Having concluded that the effect of initial web tilt
can be of importance in structural design under the assump-
tions made in this thesis, the logical recommendations fol-
low that
1. the investigation be extended, and,
2. the assumptions in the present investigation be
themselves investigated, and experimentally verified.
In line with these general statements, specific
recommendations are put forth as follows:
1. An analysis of ship design procedures should be
made to determine what general relationship between the aspect
ratio (a/b) and the depth ratio (s/t) exists. If no good
relationship can be found, the use of the depth ratio (e/t)
as a basic design parameter for cases of skew stiffeners
should be further developed.
2. The present investigation should be extended to
stronger materials and higher lateral loads to verify the
consistancy of the data presented herein.
3. An analysis of the actual deflection behavior of
an initially tilted stiffening member under lateral load
should be undertaken to determine the effect of such a de-




Detailed Solution of Lateral Load Cane,
Clamped Approximation
In this case, the boundary conditions are, as men-
tioned before
» 0, ^— = at x * 0, a (5)
ox




|* - at y - + b/2 (9)
The fundamental equation of the deflection surface which











t» - q/D (2a)
Assuming a general solution form of
where u>, is the displacement of a simply supported strip




SL IAQ\ =.nrl V7 4V ^i - d <49 > and V lU2 " ° (50)
For the case of a uniform load, as can be shown in [5] ,
""l " 24D *X "2a X +a X * * 51 ^
and, in order to solve for uu, let
». - Y SIN S*2*- (3)
in—1 , 3 , • • *
where
,
Y - &~ U COSH ^ + B 32* SINH ^ + C SINH ^mDLm a ma am a
+ D SBL C0SH WLma a J (4)
This form of solution was developed by Nadai [7] and Levy
[8] , and has been presented by Timoshenko [5]
.
To evaluate the constant terms in Y , it can be seen
m
that the deflection surface under a purely lateral load will
by symmetric, that is
oi(x,b) ju(x,-b) (52)
hence the equation for the deflection surface must be an
even function of the variable "y" by considerations of sym-
metry. The terms My C0SH(y) H and "SINHfy)** are in themselves
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odd functions and hence the coefficients of these terms
must vanish, i.e.,
ram
Thus, the solution can now be expressed as






-2a x3+a 3x I + 3£- ' (A COSH *2DL
24D L J D Z- * m a
m—1, 3 , • •
•
+ B E3DL SINH B2Dt > SIN E&2QL (54)
m a a a
this can also be expressed as a single series, viz.,
4 <*
* = IT < -TT- + A COSH ^ + B SZ£ mjy. } raj*D t- ™5_5 m a m a a a
m 88!,^, ...
(55)
By inspection, it can be seen that this equation
satisfies boundary condition (5) , since both the sine term
and its second derivative vanish at x 0, a. Further, since
symmetry has been considered, the remaining boundary condi-
tions need only be satisfied at y - + b/2 to complete the
solution.
Differentiating the deflection equation above, and
substituting into boundary condition (6) , gives
-.
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*-"\, L (v-DSINH X^COSH ^j
m ir
+ BJ (1+v-a K )SINH X +X(l-v)COSH \ 1 (56)mL mm mm mj
where
and
\» If < 15 >
EI rn7r ....
as before.
Differentiating again, and substituting into boundary
condition (9) gives
o = Am sun VV 81" VS. C0SH V « 57 '
Solving these two expressions simultaneously for the
coefficients A and B , givesm m J
. -a (SIUH K +\ COSH X )
/L=-fr L -* S--2 H J— 3 < 58 >ra
rair a X +a 3INH X COSH X +2SINH X J
m m m m m m
. , a SINK X
B -





a X +a SINH X COSH X +2SINH K J
m m m m m m
A




expressions, the final solution for this case can then be
written in the following form,
m „*2L. ] -L. [ 1+A cosh not + b B=t sinh a^ |SIN E2a
5 Z_ 5 L m a ma aJ a
(12)
where,
a SINK X +\ COSH k.
,.
_ra m m in /oi\
m
a X+a SINH V COSH a +2 3INH L
m m m n m m
and.
a SINK \
B m fe_ m (22)




Detailed Solution of Tilt Load Case
As stated in the discussion in the body of the paper,
the boundary conditions applicable to this case are
it) - 0, *T ~ at x = 0, a (5)
dx
BX Sla . B ] A + (2_v) -ids- ] at y . + b/2 (6)
-3x *" Oy dx dy
2 2
•d
*-f * v Hf i = fi (x) at y = + b/2 (10)dy ox
-D
J
^f + v &-f J = f 2 (x) at y - -b/2 (11)dy dx
Assuming a general deflection form, as in the previous cases,
of
00




which satisfies boundary condition (5) and where
Y = A SIHH S2I + B COSH ^ + C *LEY_ sinh B2Qtmm am ama a
+ D E2DL cosh E20L (4)m a a
This is the same form of solution technique as was used in




for Y arises from the fact that there is no lateral loading
to be considered in this case.










f,(x) - f-(x) = Em SIN S2fc (61 )i 2. i—> a
m^l
now, from consideration of symmetry, the odd functions present










' (B COSH ffilDL + c E2QL 3INH S2£ } S1H ZE2L (63)
^ * m a ma a a * '
m-1
Having made use of symmetry to eliminate the odd functions,
this deflection surface need satisfy the remaining boundary
conditions at y a +b/2 only.
Differentiating thi3 deflection equation, and sub-
stituting into (6) gives





(1+v-a X )SINH X -(l-v)X COSH X
_ .
_.
rrt m' m. m jn
-,_.




X- **• (is) and „ = EL E2L (16)m 2a m D a
The deflection surface now can be reduced to
'» = C p COSH *- + — SIKH *- i SIN —**• (64)L mi_ a a a J a
m*l














and hence, for a symmetrical moment loading,
CO
m . ^ -a-
-f f ^ COSH SiBL +
miv SINHm7ry. SJN mjr
7T D " m a
(66)
Considering now a parallel case in which the loading





- - M t
if
y-*>/2 y- -b/2 (07)
and
*!<*> --«2 <X) -2, *» SIN^f (68)
from symmetry, it can be seen that, in this case, the coef-
ficients of the even functions of "y" must vanish, i.e.,
B„ = Cm « (69)mm
and hence
« - ) (A SINH B23L + D WL cosh &% ) SIN^ (70 ,£_ m a m a a a




- DB (y) (71)
where
(v+l-a X )COSH X -(l-v)X SINK X
_
mm m m m to&s7 a SINK X +(1-\>)C0SH X U 'mm m
and then
« = D y SINH EBL + nniy, C0SH WDL 1 SIN WL (72 )
— m._ a a a_. a * '
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Differentiating again , and substituting into (10) gives
E 2 ,
D * - ^ <=?t> TT- (73)m D *nrrr R
where
Rn - , y(l-v)+2 I SINK V +k (l-v)COSH X (23)2 L J mm m
Thus, for an unsymmetrical loading,
2 00 n
,,, a » ___ __- o_ SINK *- + -rr*- COSH *- • SIN
_2_. •.. 2 l R a aR a J a
TT D ,m 2 2
m=J.
(74)
In the completely general case both of these solu-
tions may be combined, as





+ X. siNH BESt + B2p£ C0SH Sffi S1N Si** (75)
r_ a aK» a J a
2 2
since, under an arbitrary moment, all of the deflection
functions, both odd and even, must be considered acting on
the plate.
To specialize this general solution for the case in
which the moment is applied only along one edge of the plate,
the given moment functions may be divided into both sym-










I [ f1 (x)-f2 (x)] (77)
y= -b/2
and, representing these separate functions as series,
M* = ; E • SIN &&y *- m a
m=l
(78)
M" = E H SIN ^S^
y iL. in a (79)
Now, if the applied moment is to be distributed only along






E" = x Em 2 m
(80)
(81)







D ^ ra 2 L Rl
COsh 82201 + 022. SIHH WL
a aR
+ ^- SINH B2* + EZ* COSH ^ SIN B2*




Evaluation of the Second Order Shear Term
In this analysis, the magnitude of the tilt moment
acting on the plate is a direct function of the shear pres-
sure or reaction which the plate exerts on the stiffener
under a lateral load. There is, however, another shear
pressure present, that arising from the tilt moment itself,
which could add or detract from the initial value, depending
upon the direction of application of the tilt moment, and
so change the overall effect on the plate.
In order to gain some insight into the magnitude of
this increment of shear, it is helpful to consider a simple
beam under lateral load, and compare the form of the result





Figure XXIV Simple Beam Analogy
Since, in the example pictured, the value of the shear force
used in computing the tilt moment would have to be corrected




can be seen that a corrected moment would be, when carried
out through several steps,
T
2
= Hfcfi. sin + | ( G SIN 0) 2 + -E ( , SIN 0) 3+ ^
(32)
By inspection, it can be seen that the relationship between
terms is
e_pLJ[ (83)
Considering a numerical example with values consistent with
those used in this investigation, assume;
L = 72 inches
& 7 inches
0-7 degrees
the ratio of the first two terms is then,
210*121 = 0.015
or, the error in neglecting this term is of the order of
1.5%. The following terms decrease rapidly and can be
neglected as well.
Considering the case in point, it has already been
shown that the shear pressure (reaction) at the plate edge




where F is a series constant developed from equation (32)
and arises from the lateral load alone • From this has been
derived the tilt loading factor, E
,
E





The shear loading on the plate from this, i.e., the moment
load, alone can be obtained by differentiating (24) and sub-
stituting into the expression,
3 3
- V = D £-f -M2-v)
d J" at y » +b/2 (30)
y L dyJ dx^dy J
This results in
- Vv = rf ) m I {
(v-1)P+(v+1)
, gun, xm +
i^=U. X COSH X
y 2a Lt rlI R, J R. m m
m=l
+ j (vl)v+(v+l) + (v-l)Xm 1 mix
L R2 J m R2 mj a
(86)
or, simplified by grouping the series constant into a term
V
- V 1 - ~ m E R SIN 5^ (87)y a u, m m
1




K - 2^ Fm \ < e SIN *)2 < 88 !
Again, this is related to E by the ratio
IT e SIN #
2a (89)
as was true for the beam analogy. This correction is then
2





1. Program for the stresses in a plate subject to
lateral load. This program is presented for both of the sup-
port approximations. In addition this program calculates
the value of the coefficients of the shear pressure term (E )
,
FORTRAN










BBMF(X,Y) = (EN*(1.0-EN)*SINHF<X) Y*COSHF(X) )/( (3.CH-EN)
1 * ( 1 . O-EN) *SINHF (X) *COSHF (X) - ( 1 . G-EN) **2*X i-2 . 0*Y*
2 (C0SHF(X)**2))
FOR THE CLAMPED APPROXIMATION





BBMF (X, Y) Y*SINHP {X)/(X*Y-fY*SINHF (X) *COSHF (X) +2.0
1 *(SINHF(X)**2))














Y=FLOATF (I ) *B/20 .


















: VALUES OF STRESS IN THE Y DIRECTION







SIGYY (II ) =3IGMAY
250 CONTINUE





X= ( (FLOATF (I ) *A ) /20 . ) +A/2 .







ZLEAD- (SINF (ZM*PI *X/A > ) / (ZM**3 )
AZ=ZM*ONE





















































901 FORMAT (35X,29HSTRESSES ALONG THE X=A/2 AXIS//)
907 FORMAT (1H1,35X,27HSTRESSES ALONG THE Y«0 AXIS//)





915 FORMAT(lHl,20X,2lHTABLE OF COEFFICIENTS///)
920 FORMAT (12)
921 FORMAT (1H1,7HLENGTH«,F5.1,5X,6HYIELD«, Flo. 1/3OX,
1 2HA»,F8.5,5X,2HB=,F8.5,5X,2HH«,F8.5,5X,2HI=,
2 F8.2////)
923 FORMAT (30X,41HSTRESSES IN A LATERALLY LOADED FLAT
PLATE//)
END
2. This section of coding is designed to receive
the output from the first section already presented, examine
the tilt induced stresses for all angles up to seven degrees,
and compare the results.
-,
-






DIMENSION EM (25) ,SIGYX(50) ,SIGYY(50) ,SIGXX(50) ,
1 SIGXY(50) ,SIGTYX(50) ,SlGTYY(50) ,SIGTXX(50)
,
2 SIGTXY(50) ,TSIGYX(50) ,TSIGYY(50) ,TSIGXX(50)
,




SINHF (X) =(EXPF (X) -EXPF(-X) )/2 .0
COSHF (X)
-
(EXPF (X) +EXPF (-X) ) /2 .0
RHOF (X , Y) « ( ( 1 .0+EN- (Y*X) ) *SINHF (X) - ( 1 . 0-EN) *X*
1 *COSHF (X) )/ ( ( 1 . 0-EN) *SINHF (X) +Y*COSHF (X)
)
GAMF (X , Y)















































FRONT*^M (M) *SINF (FM*PI/2 . ) *EPS*SINF (THETA)
YTERM« ( (PI* ( 1 . 0-EN) +2.0)/Rl+FM*PI*Y* ( 1 . 0-EN)
/











































C SUM STRESSES AND GET RATIOS
C ALONG A/2.0 AXIS
DO 450 N=l,21
TSIGYX (N) =SIGTYX (N) +SIGYX (N)
-
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SLFYX (N) aTSIGYX (N) /SIGYX (N)
TSIGYY(N)=*3IGTYY(N)+SIGYY(N)
SLFYY(N) =*TSIGYY(N)/SIGYY(N)
C ALONG Y AXIS
TSIGXX (N) *SIGTXX (N) +SIGXX (N)
SLFXX (N) =TXIGXX (N) /SIGXX (N)
TSIGXY (N) ~SIGTXY(N) +SIGXY (N)
SLFXY(N) =*TSIGXY(N)/SIGXY(N)
450 CONTINUE



















900 FORMAT (6F10.5/(4E20. 9))
901 FORMAT(lHl,50X,15HANGLE OF TILT=,I3,7HDEGREES//5X,
1 2HA«,F10.5,5X,2HH=,F10.5,5X,4HEPS»,F10.5,3HNU*,
2 F6.4,2HI*,F10.5//)
902 FORMAT (45X,29HSTRESSES ALONG THE X=A/2 AXIS,/7X,
1 5H20Y/B , 15X , 8HSIGMA (X) , 13X , 6HFACTOR , 18X
,
2 8HSIGMA (Y) , 18X , 6HFACTOR)
903 FORMAT(7X,I4,7X,E20 # 9,5X,E20.9,5X,E20.9,5X,E20,9)
904 FORMAT <//,45X, 27HSTRESSES ALONG THE Y=*0 AXIS,/7X,
1 5H20X/A,15X,BHSIGMA(X) ,18X,6HFACTOR,18X #




APPENDIX E. SAMPLE COMPUTER OUTPUT

ENGTM30C.C YIELD= 35CCC.C
A=96.CCCCC e=3C.CCCC0 H= .50CCO 1= 37.80
STRESSES IN A LATERALLY LCADEC FLAT PLATE
NC RCTATICN AT ECGE
STRESSES ALCNG THE X=A/2 AXIS
Y = OB/20 SIGMA(X)= .52176I447E 04 SIGPAm = .124697912E 05
Y = 1B/2C SIGN!A(X)= .511CC2660E 04 SIG^A(Y>= .121101363E 05
Y= 2E/2C SIG^A(X)= .478728227E 04 SIGNA(Y)= .110312090E 05
Y= 3B/2C SIGMA(X)= .424943384E 04 SIGM(Y) = .923312195E 04
Y= 4B/20 SIGMA(X)= .349656694E 04 SIGM(Y) = .671608068E 04
Y= 5B/2C SIGMA(X)= .252891S73E 04 SIGMA(Y)= .348038904E 04
Y= 6E./2C SIGMA(X)= .134676848E 04 SIGNA(Y)= -.473492999E 03
Y = 7B/2C SIGMA(X)= - . 492672767E C2 SIGNA(Y)= - I 5 I4478810E 04
Y = 8B/20 SIGMA(X)= - . 1658 IC406L- 04 SIGMA(Y)= -.105317420E 05
Y= 9E/2C SIGNA(X)= -.347826432E 04 SIGM(Y)= -.166293642E 05
Y= 1CB/2C SIGMA(X)= -.55095E335E 04 SIGPA(Y)= -.234217828E 05
I
STRESSES ALCNG THE Y = A X I
S
X= 10A/2C SIGMA(X)= .521761447E 04 3IGMA(Y1= .124697912E 05
X= 11A/2C SIGN1 *! X ) = .5257C6410E 04 SIGPA{Y)= .124843946E 05
X= 12A/2C SIGPA<X)= .519326<54CE 04 SIGPA(Y)= .124690130E 05
X = 13A/2C SIGMA(X)= .5244C6433E 04 SIGNMY)= .124721640E 05
X= 14A/2C SIGI*MX)= .524751537E C4 SIGM<Y) = .124035531E 05
X = 15A/2C SIGMA(X}= .548132330E 04 SIGMA<Y)= .122588511E 05
X = 16A/2C SIGI"A(X)= .57432314CE 04 SIGM(Y) = .118138900E 05
X= 17A/2C SIGMA{X)= .626CC743CE C4 SIGKA(Y>= .108760871E 05
X= 18A/2C SIGNA(X)= .629734270E 04 SIGM(YJ = »890C50985E 04
X = 19A/20 SIGMA(X)= .5I7292477E 04 SIGMA(Y)= .547697902E 04








N = ll EtM)
N = 13 EtM)
M=l>5 EtM)
f=17 EtM)












A= 96.00000 B= 30.00000 H=
ANGLE OF TILT = 3DEGREES










































































































































































.567775071E 04 .103665739E 01
.929106720E 04 .104388034E 01
.114307920E 05 .105100225E 01
.124979515E 05 .105790315E 01
.130374659E 05 .106351451E 01
.132473923E 05 .106803205E 01
.133587228E 05 .107108301E 01
.133817885E 05 .107320352E 01
.134112028E 05 .107423734E 01
.134010036E 05 .107467746E 01
.134112028E 05 .107423734E 01
.133817885E 05 .107320352E 01
.133587228E 05 .107108301E 01
.132473923E 05 .106803207E 01
.130374661E 05 .106351451E 01
.124979517E 05 .105790318E 01
.114307922E 05 •105100226E 01
.929106750E 04 .10^388037E 01
.567775108E 04 .103665745E 01
.250889767E--02 .118202431E 01

A = 96.00000 6= 30.00000 H=
ANGLE OF TILT = 50EGREES






























































































































































































































































































96.00000 B= 30.00000 H=
ANGLE OF TILT = 7DEGREES










































































1 .554830298E 04 107256595E 01
2 .694048114E 04 110212856E 01
3 .704179645E 04 112487428E 01
4 .657073528E 04 .114408333E 01
5 .630493312E 04 115025841E 01
6 .604769044E 04 115248647E 01
7 .601807006E 04 11475965-E 01
8 .594612069E 04 .114496673E 01
9 .599674165E 04 114070166E 01
10 .595284842E 04 .1140913826 01
11 .599674165E 04 114070166E 01
12 .594612069E 04 .114496673E 01
13 .6018070066 04 114759655E 01
14 •604769036E 04 115248647E 01
15 .630493812E 04 .115025841E 01
16 .657073535E 04 .114408335E 01
17 .704179659E 04 1124874296 01
18 .694048144E 04 110212861E 01
19 .554830365E 04 107256607E 01
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